Heavy Crude Oil: A Global Analysis and Outlook to 2035

The only report available to help you understand each region of the world from the Canadian tar sands, Mexico and the Orinoco, to China’s reserves, offshore Brazil fields, developments in Africa and more...

THE REPORT PROVIDES*

- Disposition by region — internal market vs. export
- Country-by-country analysis
  - Resources and state of development
  - Political, environmental and regulatory considerations
  - Production forecasts
- New heavy oil projects and expansions
- Costs
- Heavy crude value and pricing
  - Valuation of crudes in the refining market
  - Heavy crude oil prices and differentials
  - Pricing outlook

*Includes Maps of Heavy Oil Basins and Existing Heavy Oil Pipelines

WHO SHOULD READ THIS REPORT

- Petroleum Refiners
- Oil & Gas Companies
- Traders and Transportation Companies
- Investors
- Governments
- Licensing Technology Suppliers
- Heavy Equipment Manufacturers
- Engineering & Construction Firms
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# Executive Summary

## Introduction and Global Context

### Definitions

### Resources and Reserves

### Recoveries and Production Techniques

## North America

### Canada

#### History and Description of the Resource

#### Companies and Projects

#### Upgrading and Synthetic Crude Oil

#### Blending

#### Costs and Economics

#### Outlook

#### Environmental Impacts

### Mexico

### United States

#### Companies, Projects and Costs

#### Long-Term Potential

#### Outlook

## North American Crude Oil Pipelines

## South and Central America

### Brazil

#### Projects, Companies and Costs

#### Outlook

#### Infrastructure and Exports

### Venezuela

#### Projects, Companies and Costs

#### Future Orinoco Projects

#### Outlook

#### Long-Term Potential

#### Infrastructure, Exports and Consumption

### Colombia, Ecuador and Peru

#### Colombia

#### Ecuador

#### Peru

#### Outlook

## Disposition

## Middle East

### Oman

#### Companies, Projects and Costs

#### Outlook

#### Exports and Consumption

### Iran

#### Companies, Projects and Costs

#### Outlook

#### Exports and Consumption

### Iraq

#### Companies, Projects and Costs

#### Outlook

#### Exports and Consumption

### Kuwait

#### Companies, Projects and Costs

#### Outlook

#### Exports and Consumption

### Saudi Arabia and Bahrain

### Syria

#### Companies, Projects and Costs

#### Outlook

#### Exports and Consumption

## Asia Pacific

### China

#### Companies and Projects

#### Outlook

#### Consumption and Infrastructure

### Indonesia

#### Companies and Projects

#### Infrastructure and Consumption

### India

#### Asia Pacific Heavy Oil Disposition

### Africa

### Angola

#### Companies and Projects

#### Chad and Cameroon

#### Companies and Projects

### Congo

### Egypt

### Madagascar

### Nigeria

### Other Countries

#### Outlook

#### Consumption, Exports and Infrastructure

### Europe, Russia and Central Asia

### North Sea

#### Companies, Projects and Costs

#### Long-Term Heavy Oil Prospects

#### Outlook

#### Infrastructure, Exports and Consumption

### Continental Europe

### Russia

#### Companies and Projects

#### Outlook

#### Exports and Consumption

### Kazakhstan

#### Companies and Projects

#### Outlook

### Europe, Russia and Central Asia

#### Infrastructure and Disposition

## Heavy Crude Value and Pricing

### Valuation of Crudes in the Refining market

### Heavy crude oil process and commercial implications for the refining industry

### Heavy Crude Oil Prices and Differentials

### Pricing Outlook

## Summary: Impact on Global Liquid Supplies and Global Disposition

### Heavy Oil Costs and Comparison with Other Crude Sources

### Global Outlook and Impact on Supplies

### Global Crude Disposition Summary

## Sources
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